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ABSTRACT

Careful X-ray absorption fi!r_estru,cture (XAFS)mea.suremen,ts on oriented

powders of YBa2Cu307-_ were made as a function of temperature and for

6 = 0, 0.35, 0.82. Paxti'c[e size of the samples w_ varied to check for thickness

effect distortions. The sm_er values of 6 correlate to larger concentra.tions

of Ba atoms at noncrystalline sites, consisten_ with the samples becoming

more uns_abIeas7_ in,creases. These Ba defects i:n the 6 = 0 superconductor

constitute about 15% of the volume of the sample and h_ve consequences that

can explain the "anomalous." temperatuee dependence of i:ts resistivity in the

normal src,re and its "anomalous" linear specific heat at ['ow temperatures.

In agreemen/: with other mea_u'rements we .find theCu(1)-O(.l) api:caJ oxygen
bond distribution is anorna/ous and is fitted a,_ a double well distribution

with ,asplitting of about O.,!A.,The occupancy of the two welts is found to be

equal within uncertainties for the three_ vahres of 6 investigated. An, unphysica/

negative mean. squared vibrational amplitude: a '_ within the wells is found

which partially is caused by thickness effect distortion and the remaining by

inaccuracy of XAFS theory. Near Tc the spli:tting decreases with a concorr, itant

increase of a '2. This change near T_ is larger for the Ngher T,: val.ue.

1. Introduction

In spite of i,atense experim,-nt, al and theoretical, effor_ the basic mechanism for

high Tc superconductivity is still _ in dispute. It is generally accepted that det.ermin-
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i_ng the structure of the high T,: materi_als is .an, i,ndispen, sable step in understandi_ng

theist superconductiviity. [he average structures of the YBa_Cu30._,_ series are the

best characterized ones among the h,igh T_ superconductors. The various diffraction.

studies have n'ow determined the average structure of the 6 = 0 sample to, a relliabiIity

that is probably unmatched for such. a l_arge un.i:t cell. 1 In spite of th.i's high precision

determination of its average stru, ctu, re there is other experimental evidence of devia-

tions iln_the local' structu, re from the average structu, re. El_ectroa microscopy has shown
T ,that }"B 2C t_aOr_s i,s not a homogeneous material. Domains wi,th different ordering

of the chai, n oxygens 2 arm local: variations of the amou'nt of orthorhombicity _-_have

been identiified, a Here -_ : _ is a measure of the fractional amount of orthorhom-
bi_ci:tYand h,as a value of 0.0'18 for bulk samples of 6 = 0. In some of these cases the

vallue of 6 of the sample investigated wa_ not determined<, or the sample had values of

67_ 0 so that i_t could be argued that the inh,omogenei;ties fou_nd may be characteristic

of samp!es with 8 # O. However, in the case of the local variations of the amount of

orthohombicity, local values of _--_as much a.s 50% greater-than the bul!k value were
found, suggesti_n,g that there may be fluctuations even in the _ = 0 sample.

The YBCO series is the best high T_-superconductor to investigate the question

of local variations from the average structure and to determine if any local variation

that may be present wi_l have any relationship to high T_. In the YBCO series 'r,he

= 0 sample, the one with the highest T,: value, has a stoichime'try which allows a

periodicity given by the average structure and there is no compositional rea.son why

any deviation from the average structure should occur. Thus, i.f a deviation from the

average structure does occur, then i.t may have a relationship to its high T_ property.

In contrast, the 214 series of high T_. superconductors, La2__,M_Cu04, where M can

be Bn, Sr, etc., inherently has local deviations due to the mixing of disimi, lar at,ores

in the La sublattice. Any additional local deviations inherent to the high 7', property

would be difficult to discern on this background. The structures of the TI, and Bi based

high T_ superconductors are known to have density modulations of the unit ceils which
produce local variations and have similar background problems.

Another experimental fact that motivates the search for local structural varia-

tions from the average structure is the recent discovery that superconducting YBCO is

thermodynamically unstable. 4 One would expect that, such instability would manifest

itsel:f by some structural deviations from a perfect structure.. Spinoidal decomposition

is a common phenomenon when a material becomes unstable and one may e:cpect to

find some manifestation of a decomposition in the structure of YBCO.

Recently Conradson et al s have obtained a controversial result from x-ray ab,-

sorption, fine structure (XAFS) measurements. They find a double well behavior in the

Cu(l) and apical oxygen 0(4) bond with a spli, tting between the wells of 0.tA. This

local variation from the average structure has been utilized as evidence for a strong

electron-phonon coupling in this bond s and also for a two component mechanism of

high T,.. superconductivity, r It is important to obtain an independent verification for
this double-weil feature.
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la the n,ext Section [[ we discuss the features of X,-\FS that make 'it the most

sensitive experimental technique for determining local structural vari_ations, We also
discuss in this section why diffraction and related pair distr}bution function techniques
are a:ot as sensitive to local, structural variations between the fi,rst few neighboring
atoms as is XAFS. In Section III we present some of t_e ext:,erimenta[ XAFS data that
determine the partiM pair correlation function about t}_e Cu atoms on YBCO. The

"_ _ 'results of an analysis of these data are given in ge.tLorx IV. A discussion of the resutts
i,sgiven in Section V and a summary and conclusion is presented in Section VI.

2. Section II- Features of XAFS

There are many reviews describing the XAFS techni'ques, s In this paper we will
focus on those features that make i_tparticu, lariy useful for investigating YBCO. The
feature of XAFS that makes it particularly useful for determining local structural in-
formation is its capabi, lity for determining the partial pair distribution function(PPDF)
directly, namely, the distribution of each. type of atom about a particular center atom.
The center atom is chosen by tuni,ng the energy of the x-rays to coincide with _,he
characteristic absorption edge of the atom of inter_t. Fhe surrounding atoms pro-
duce the fine structure in the XAFS by backscatterirxg t,he liberated photoelectron
from the center atom. The quantum mechanical interference between the outgoing
and backscattered portion._ of the photoe.tectron at, the center atom produce the fine
structure. The type of the surrounding atom can be ascertained by the characteristic
energy dependence of its backscattering. The accuracy of the determination of the par-
tial pair distribution function has improved recently because of advances in anaiy,,sis.
The theoretical calculations of the backscattering have been dramatically improved by
John Rehr to the degree that theory is as accurate as experimental measurements, 9
The errors introduced in analysis by uncertainties in separating the background from
the XAFS ,,signal have been greatly reduced by an innovation introduced by Yizhak
Yacoby. I°

The PPDF can be detected independent of whether the atoms are on a crystalline
array or in a non-crystalline distribu.tion. Since in the measurements described here we
use oriented crys*_als we can determine the angle with the c-axis that the direction
to a neighboring atom makes with the center atom. We have high spatial resolution
corresponding to q _ 3011-t in neutron or x-ray scatteri_gs. Only pulsed neutron
sources can compete with this capability which corresponds to resolving dimensions

of order Ar m _ = 0.I]-t. The ['imitations of XAFS are that usually PPDF can be
obtained only to about 4A from the center atom and information on the PPDF is
discerned only if the root mean squared disorder about an average position is less than
about 0.25_ 2. In the case of YBCO the latter limitation is not approached so does not

apply here.
The advantage of obtaining the PPDF directly can be appreciated by comparing

with the more established techniques of Bragg diffraction, and the total of diffuse and
Bragg diffraction. In the latter case, taken on unoriented powder a pair distribution
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function of radial distances i,s directly obtained convoluted with the atomic scattering
factor (for x-rays) or the nuclear scattering iength ineutrons) _L (PDFt). This PDFr
consists of the PPDF averaged over ali angles and types of center and r_eighboring
atoms which are also convoluted by their respective scattering factors. For structures
as complicated as YBCO, to obtain detailed information from the PDF _uch as the
PPDF) requires assuming a model and fitting to the data. The model so obtained is
generally not unique and its reliabil;ity increases only when known information about
the structure is used as constrai,nts to the assumed model.

In the case of Bragg diffraction taken on unoriented powders and fitted by the
Rietveld method, the refined results are constrained by an assumed crystal structure
space group symmetry. 12If there is any disorder or sites that do not satisfy the assumed
crystal structure symmetry, they will not be observed.

The PPDF obtained by XAFS is a direct result without any biases or ambiguities
introduced by assumed constraints. The PPDF of each pair of center and neighboring
atom types is obtained independently of any other pair. An error in determining one
part of the PPDF will not inherently affect another part. This is in contrast to the
more establi:shed techniqu_ where the whole distribution is superimposed and errors
in determining part of the distribution will generally cause errors in other parts of the
distribution. For the above rea.sons XAFS is the most sensitive experimental technique

for determining the PPDF for distances tess than about 4,_.

3. Section III- Experimental Results

In this section we present the experimental results of our XAFS measurements.
The samples were made by standard ceramic grain techniques described elsewhere, ta't4
In particular, the samples with less oxygen were produced 14by annealing the Orsample
in air at 640°C for t_= 0.35, and 940°C for 8 = 0.82. The samples were then quenched

in liquid nitrogen obtaining respective To's of 56K and 89K. The resulting powder was
ground and sieved through 400 mesh. The sample was next mixed with 5 minute epoxy,
placed in a mold in an 8 Tesla field and kept there until the epoxy had hardened into a
disc shape. The magnetic field was in the plane of the disc which, assuming each grain
is a single crystal, orients the c-direction along it. 14Measurements were made with the
x-ray pol_dzation either parallel or perpendicular to the c-axis by simply rotating the
disc by 90° about the direction of the x..ray beam. Checks were made on the degree
of orientation of the sample by x-ray diffraction and by fits of the XAFS data taken
in the two orientations. Since the nearest neighbor oxygen distances are significantly

different in the two orientations we could estimate the degree of misorientation or the

unpolarized components of the x-rays by determining the amount of the oxygens with
wrong distances mixed in a givcn orientation. Within our sensitivity of about 10% we
could not detect any misorientation, or unpolarized component.

The weight of the material added to the epoxy had a calculated .'__#a:= 1 at the
Cu K-edge where &#z is the absorption edge step. 'The measured _#a: was about one
half of this value indicating a distortion due to the thickness effect, t.sBy comparing to
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a single crysta.l and to a fine powder sample which did not have the thickness effect we
corrected the powder data. The main effect of this correction was to add to the data a

' Debye-Waller factor with a positive exponent, Measurements were made from 1.OKto
room temperature. The measurements were performed on two different beamfines, at
NSLS on beamline X-II and at SSRL on bea.rrfl.ine4-3. These results were compared
to the data from a sample made and measured by the Los Alamos group 16 on SSRL
beamlines 1-5 and 2-1. All the measurements were found to be consistent with one

another within the experimental uncertainties as shown in Fig. 1. Figure 1 shows the
isolated first shell kX(k) (described in next section) of the Cu ['(-edge in YBCO with
6 ,_ 0. The high k-range is shown because only there is a noti,ceable difference caused
by noise discerned between the vario_ls samples.

4. Section 1-V- Analysis Results

The data analysis follows the technique reported previously with some recent
improvements. Briefly, the data are fit using the FEFF 4 cluster XAFS code 9 which
provides the amplitude, phase, and mean free path as a function of the wave number k
for each of the single scattering paths involved. SirmIar calculations using FEFF have
been shown 16 to h_.ve an accuracy comparable to experimental standards for k values
above 3 ]_-_. The fitting with FEFF was checked on Cu met,al, C u_O, NbO, Ge, RbBr
and KBr. An improved background subtraction method was used l° which minimized
the difference in the fourier transform interval from r=0 to r=[.0 r_ , between the

fit and the data. The number of parameters used for this background removal was set
equal to the minimum number required by the Nyquist sampling rate. a7 The fitting was
performed in r-space and only over the in,terval where single .scattering dominates. The
unit cell dimensions agreed well with the experimental X-ray diffraction ones to within
0.015/1, and the error in a _ was less than the larger of 10% and 0.001,_ 2. These results
show that a very good fit can be obtained with the known structure as i[lustra, ted for
Cu20 in Fig. 2.

The fits to the spectra of the 1.-2-3samples were performed using exactly the same
approach. The fitting range was limited to 3.2 A where single scattering contributions
completely dominate. This range includes contributions from nearest neighbor oxygen
atoms and the nearest }"_ C' rU , and ga atoms. The contribution of the latter three
must be !acluded even when analyzing the nearest neighbor oxygen shell because their
overlag, though small, is not completely negligible. The interatomic distances in these
fi_s were t',_ken from the x-ray diffraction results.

In fitting the data both parallel and perpendicular to the c-axis it was found
necessary to use only 9 independent parameters. The total number of independent
experimental points _r in the two polarizations is about 32 meaning that the fits are
strongly under determined, giving strong credibility to the values of the parameters. We
obtained very good fits to the first and second shells in the spectra of all the sampIes
and at all temperatures. We were invariably unable to fit the data between these two
shells, namely, in the 2.0 to 2.8 _ range. An example of the fit can be seen in Fig. 3.
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Fig. I The first she'll k_(+) of YBa+Cu+O+ about the Cu K-edge for the x-ray
polarization along the c-axis. The data obtained in three independent measurements
as described in the text axe shown as the solid curves in both the top and bottom
portions. A fit to a double well is shown by the dash curves in the top portion while
a single Well fit is shown in the bottom portion. Only the high k region is shown
where the main difference between the two fits occurs.
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Fig. 2 A comparison of the transform of k;_(k) for the Cu K-edge of Cu20 at
room temperature. The solid curve is the data while the dotted curve is the fit over
the r-range where single scattering dominates.
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The. absolute value of the Fourier transform of the difference between the experimental

spectra and the theoretical fits for the three different oxygen concentrations is shown
in Fig. 4. Notice that this difference changes significantly, decreasing from O_ to O6._
to 0_,18

We could obtain good fits for' the structure between 2.0-2.8 ,_ by adding defects
consisting of Cu-Ba single scattering contributions. This was true for both k,_(k) and
ka\(k) spectra of ali the O.r samples, the O_._5sample, both polarizations and temper-
atures from I0K to 300K. In this case we allow three additional variable parameters:
The number ns,, of these bonds, a Debye-Waller factor a_o and the bond length rB,,.
It should be emphasized that even with the addition of these parameters the number
of parameters is smaller than the number of independent experimental points even in
the 2.0 to 2.8,/k region. Attempts to fit the defect data with other atoms of the sample
were unsuccessful. Notice also that the difference between the experimental results and
the fit without the defects, shown [n Fig. 4, shows a two peak structure qualitatively
typical of the Ba contribution. The spectra of the O_8 sample cannot be fit by Ba
alone. Figure 4 shows that the difference in this case is different from the other two
cases. It turns out that in this case it is necessary to introduce another Cu - Cu defect

which together with the Ba give a very good fit to the data.
The Debye-Waller factors obtained in our fits have reasonable temperature de-

pendences aridwill be discussed in detail elsewhere. The defect Cu- Ba distance rB_,=
¢ • a ,_

2.74 zt: 0.023A and a_, = 0.0108 :i: 0.0015,4 . The copper distance rc_ = 2.55 + 0.01,:1
and the corresponding a_,,, = 0.0054-0.002,:_ 2. In the O_,and O6._ samples we measured
the ratio R of the defect contributions of the polarization perpendicular and parallel
to the c-axis, and found a value R = 1.0 4- 0.3. Finally, the ratio between the relative
number of defect Cu- Ba bonds when that for O_, is normalized to one is shown

in the inset of Fig. 4 as a function of 6. Notice that this ratio clearly decreases with
decreasing oxygen content. The number of defect Cu - Ba bonds per copper atom is
1.1 -t: 0.3 for O_., compared with 16/3 for the crystal Cu - Ba bonds. The number of
defect Cu - Cu bonds per copper atom in the O6._s sample is 0.29 ::tz0.07, assuming
an R = 1, a value that was not measured. Preliminary measurements were performed

on a single crystal and a fine oriented pov, der made from gel precipita.ted precursors,
both with nominally Oz concentration. Within the error brackets, the results are equal
to the powder parameter values. Since the single crystal ,and fine powder are prepared
in completely different fashions than the powder, the equality indicates that the de-
fects are an inherent property of the samples and are not a feature of poor preparation
techniques.

In addition to the Ba defect it was necessary in obtaining a satisfactory fit to
add another structural feature to the Cu(1)-O(4) distribution which is not present in
the crystal structure, namely a splitting. The distribution has a double peak, each of
which is equally occupied and split by about 0.1,_.

Figure 1 shows the difference in the fit to the data obtained with and without the
splitting. Whereas the fit is outside the experimental uncertainty when no splitting is
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assumed, a fit within uncertainties is obtained with its addition.

Figure ,5 a and b show the temperature dependence of the splitting '2AR and

the attendant mean squared vibrational amplitude ¢2 within each peak, respectively.

The values of cr2 are corrected for the thickness effect. 15 The residual negative values

of ¢'_ are due to inaccuracies of the XAFS theory' as determined by fits to known

materials. These inaccuracies do not give appreciable errors to distance determinations

and do not affect the splitting. Also shown in Figure 5 b is the sum of the mean square

variation about the average produced by both the splitting and the vibrations. Ali

three quantities show significant temperature variations only in the vicinity of Tc over

a range of 20K. Figure 6 a and b show the results for the _ = 0,35 sample. In this

case, the temperature dependence is smaller and if any' significant dependence, is found

it occurs again around 7_ which is about 30K lower than the Or sample. Note that the

low temperature value of 2AR is the same for both _ - 0, and 0.35. Analysis of the

non-superconducter f -- 0.89. finds a temperature independent 2AR of the same value.

5. Section V- Discussion

Both the double peaked distribution and the Ba defects are not detected by Bragg
diffraction techniques and it is important to determine whether this negative result is

consistent with the XAFS results. We first discuss the double peaked distribution.

XAFS cannot directly distinguish between a Raman or infrared active instability

as the cause of the observed splitting. However, the equal occupation of the two peaks

for all values of f indicates that the splitting is caused by an infrared active instability.

If a Raman active mode were involved in the instability one would not expect equal

occupation of the resultant double peaks. There is no symmetry between a motion

shortening the bond and one lengthening the bond as per a Raman active mode. How-

ever, in the infrared active mode, both O(4) atoms on either side of the Cu( 1) move in

the same direction along the c-axis so that one shortens its bond and the other length-

ens its bond. A reverse motion is now symmetric since the same change in bonds occur

but for the other atom. Such a motion is related by a 180° rotation to the original.

'This symmetry leads to an equal occupation of the two peaks in agreement with the

experimental measurement.

Bragg reflection data typically are analy'zed only up to q = 10,_l-i so that they do

not have the capability to resolve as small splittings as XAFS. Even if resolution were

not a problem, refinement of the Bragg diffraction results, even for single crystal data,

would not reveal an infrared active splitting. The crystal structure for the refinement

assumes inversion symmetry for 0(4) about the Cu(1) atoms. The infrared instabifity

does not satisfy this symmetry and thus is invisible to the analysis, lt would show up as

a contribution to the U_ cornponenr_ of the thermal ellipse of 0(4). Its contribut_ :_ tn

U33 is 0.0025._k _, significantly' smaller than the value of 0.0045/-1 _ determined 12 at 10K.

Thus the lack of detection of the splitting bF' Bragg diffraction is not in contradiction to

the existence of an infrared active instability as detected by XAFS. "fhe XAFS results

are not going to be contradicted by unoriented powder measurement of the total Bragg
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and diffuse scattering because the overlap between the other Cu-O distances in the a-b
plane with the c-direction C'u(1) . O(4) distance will obscure its detection.

The value of the splitting of 0,1,,'t is twice the value of the difference in the Cu(1)
- 0(4) distance of YBCO between the fully oxygenated and depleted materials I {Or
and 06). Thus, the splitting cannot be explained as a mixture of these two phases,
Besides, such a mixture would produce different occupation of the two distances as the
oxygen content is varied, contrary to the observations.

The large number of Ba defects is surprising in view of the fact that their ,.'xis-
tence has not been reported previously, lt is necessary to understand how their existence
could have escaped notice so long by other structural techniques in order for the XAFS
results to be credible. The unoriented powder measurement of total Bragg and diffuse
scattering has not been carefully analyzed in the distance range where the defect would
appear', Even if a discrepancy were observed in this distance range it v'ould be diffi-
cult to determine the specific cause of the discrepancy because the measurement is a
superposition of ali possible pairs of distances convoluted with their atomic scattering
factors, as discussed above.

Bragg diffraction, on the other hand, is inherently insensitive to the defect. The
Bragg peaks are the result of long range order, The Ba defects are expected to be
randomly distributed without an,,' long range order. They cause a large distortion in
the Cu..Ba distance and would presumably cause other distortions in their vicinity. If
the defects are displacements of Ba atoms from their lattice sites they would distort
a region in their vicinity which would have the composition of the YBCO sample.
Such a distorted region randomly' distributed would not contribute to the Bragg peaks
but to a diffuse background.The defect regions would decrease the absolute Bragg
peak intensities by distributing to the diffuse background. Since no absolute intensity
measurement is normally taken, the presence of the defects would not be detected in
the Bragg analysis.

The presence of a large number of defects can be detected by resistivity and
specific heat and we discuss them in this regard. The anomalous behavior of these
two proper_,',es in YBCO has been frequently noted. For resistiv" 18. l,.:,' , its almost linear
T-dependence in the normal state with an extrapolated intercept near OK is not what
is expected for a pure material. For example, Ni, Pt and Mo have approximately a
linear T-dependence of their resistivity but the intercept of the extrapolation of their
linear behavior with zero resistivity 19occurs at T _ 5OK. At temperatures below 50K
the resistivity is, of course, positive but it is a higher power of T than linear. However,
the normal state resistivity of YBCO is standard for alloys where a constant residual
resistance is added to the tempera, ture dependence and can raise the extrapolated
intercept to T m OK. The defects caused by t_heBa atom introduce disorder similar to
alloying which explains the "anomalous" resistivity of YBCO.

If one assumes that the region aro_lnd the Ba defects is distorted enough to make
it normal, then this gives a natural explanation for the "anomalous" low temperature
specific heat 2° of YBCO. Because of the very small superconducting coherence length
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of _t'BCO (about '2,._in the c-direction and 10,11in the a-b plane) it is verv sensitive to
such destruction of superconductivity by' defects, At 'low temperature the Ba defects
would cause about 20% of the sample to remain normal explaining the linear specific
heat term found in even the best of samples which is of the order of 2'/)% of that
expected for the normal state, _°

The large number of Ba defects could be the cause of the pinning of flux vortices
that occur for YBCO at low temperature, Finally, we have measured the XAFS about
Ba atorns in YBCO, A very good fit to the shape of the Ba-Ba signal at the crystal
distance is obtained by the theory, but the number of such Ba neighbors is about a
half of that predicted by the Crystal structure, When t,he Ba-Ba signal is analyzed in
the perovskite Ba Sn Oa, the theory gives good results for both the shape of the signal
and the coordinator number as predicted by the crystal structure. The discrepancy in
YBCO can beexplained by the Ba defects which approximately decrease the Ba-Ba
pairs at, the crystal distance by the factor (0,8)2.

6. Summary and Conclusions

Careful XAFS measurements on a series of }"Ba_CuaOr_+ samples with (5= 0,
0,35, 0,82 have been made a_ the Cu K-edge as a function of temperature. The samples
were powders of grains oriented along the c-axis by a magnetic field,

By orienting the x-ray polarization along the c-axis or in the a-b plane the distri-
bution of neighboring atoms about Cu atoms were determined along those directions.
In particular, XAFS was able to detect two interesting results, Because of its high
sensitivity to the Cu(1.)..O(4) bond and its high spatial resolution, XAFS was able to
detect and confirm a result of Conradson et al;s a splitting of 2AR = 0,1_ in the bond
for all samples, The occupation of the two sites was equal in ali cases, The temperature
dependence of the splitting was different as a function of 6, There was no discernable
temperature dependence for the non-superconducting sample of 6 = 0,82. The oxygen
depleted superconductor (6 = 0,35) showed a possible small temperature dependence
near its Tc while the fully oxygenated sample showed a much stronger temperature
dependence around its higher T_. value as shown in Fig. 5. Interestingly the decrease
in 2A/_ around Tc was coupled t,o a concomittant increase in the mean square vibra-
tional amplitude so tha_ the total of AR 2 + _r2 only slightly increases at Tc. This result
indicates that the splitting is dynamically coupled to the vibrational amplitudes and
this coupled system is intimately related to the interactions involved in high 7_ super-
conductivity. It is argued that, the splitting is one that is coupled to an infrared active
mode. A theory of electron-phonon model with c-axis lattice-charge transfer coupling 6
is consistent, with these results. A two component theory of high T_ superconductivity
by Bar Yam 7 also predicts a splitting with some features similar to those observed.

The second result discovered by XAFS is the existence of a large number of Ba
atoms in defect sites, i.e., sites not predicted by the known crystal structure. The num-
ber of such defects decrease as the samples lose oxygen and the T.. decreases. Coupled
with the thermodynamic observations that the BYCO series is thermodynamically un-
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st,_ble in t:he superconducting phase, becon_ir_t_ more stable ,'_ c_ incre,'_,_, one co,lld

specM.ate t:hat the defects are a. manifestation of a spmoidM decomposition on a atomic

:_cMe, wh,ich blocks the sample from complete decomposi:tion _nd,, thus, M).o.ws.enough

of the' su'pee.eondiuctin_ phase to remain to e×hibi_ its h:igh T_ properties. Ba.ri'um is a;
soft _tom which can, ch;_nge iitseffective radi_us because of its ability to make transitiea_,
between, i{ts 5d and; 6s electron.a. Th.,i's feature is [imi,ted to atorrm in the vicin, i:ty of Be_

i:n the periodic table. The Ba _tom in its defect location laa_ a shorter distance to its

neigh_boes than in its, crystMl:ine si_te _nd the abili_ty to modii:y its effective radiius m this

man,net is _ rather uni:que property. If the Ba, defect position is an, i,nherent property

of h_i:ghT_ YBCO as ou¢ resu_lts indicate then one has. a n_tural explanation of why it

is not pos,,ffbtL, to su:bsti_tute for the Ba atom in YBCO without degrading i:ts hi,gh T,:.

The' presence of a. large number of Ba defects c._n ex-pIain the "anomalous" YBCO

vesisti:vity in the normM state and the presence of a term l.inear in _emperature in i:ts

low temperature specific heat. Further experimen, ts are in progrms to find: additionM
evidence for the two XAFS results described here.
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